IT Training Press Releases (Dec 12)
Upside2Go Wins A Brandon Hall Excellence In Technology Award For The Second Consecutive
Year; Grabs A Silver
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 26 Dec 2012
Upside Learning’s revolutionary Mobile Learning Platform, Upside2Go, has won a Silver 2012 Brandon
Hall Excellence in Technology Award. This is the 2nd consecutive year for which Upside2Go has been
recognized under the Best Advance in Mobile Learning Technology category.
Amit Garg Talks About The Increasing Use Of Mobile Devices In The Workplace
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 26 Dec 2012
Amit Garg, Director of Custom Learning Solutions at Upside Learning, shares insights on how mobile
learning solutions will help organizations in managing learning for their workforce in a Q&A session with a
leading Indian daily.
Epic to Build the Official Learning Technologies 2013 Event App
Epic | 21 Dec 2012
Epic announces that it will be once again building the official Learning Technologies 2013 conference
app.
CERTPOINT Systems Goes Gold in Brandon Hall 2012 Excellence in Technology Awards
CERTPOINT | Roslyn, NY. | 21 Dec 2012
• CERTPOINTVLS 8.0™ learning platform lands Best Advance in Learning Management Technology •
“Award winners exemplify the commitment of innovation and excellence that drives growth and over-thetop business results”, Mike Cook, CEO Brandon Hall Group
UK start-up to create new elearning opportunities for SMEs and consumers
mylearningworx | Google Campus, London | 20 Dec 2012
mylearningworx, the UK’s first crowd sourced hub for elearning, has announced a new mission. The startup will open up opportunities for small medium enterprises and consumer markets to both produce and
get access to the best elearning courses. The announcement was made at its first ‘mylearningworxshop’
at Google Campus, arranged for free to enable elearning producers and users to get together to discuss
their learning challenges and opportunities.
Linda Richardson Awarded Thought Leader of the Year by Top Sales Awards
Richardson | Philadelphia, PA - USA | 20 Dec 2012
Richardson Founder and Executive Chairwoman, Linda Richardson, has been awarded Top Sales and
Marketing Thought Leader during the 2012 Top Sales Awards ceremony. In addition to the top Thought

Leader Award, Ms. Richardson was also recognized with a bronze medal for Best Blog, Challengers
Missing Link, and a Gold Medal for Top Sales Article.
Saba Named a Leader in Magic Quadrant for Web Conferencing
Saba Software | Bracknell | 20 Dec 2012
Integrated Social, Mobile & Unified Communications Capabilities of Saba Real-Time Collaboration Suite
Enable Organizations to Transform The Way They Work
LINE renews its commitment to the Towards Maturity ambassador programme
LINE Communications | London | 20 Dec 2012
LINE Communications, a founding ambassador of Towards Maturity has renewed its commitment to the
Towards Maturity Ambassador Programme for a further year.
NetDimensions Wins Two Gold Brandon Hall Excellence in Technology Awards
NetDimensions | Rocky Hill, CT | 20 Dec 2012
NetDimensions wins two Gold Medals at the 2012 Brandon Hall Group Excellence in Technology Awards
for the NetDimensions Talent Suite
Platinum sponsor Pearson VUE to educate and inspire at testing industry’s biggest innovation
event
Pearson VUE | Bloomington, Minnesota, USA | 20 Dec 2012
What is the true essence of testing innovation? How can measurement effectively identify exam fraud?
These and other big questions will be answered by Pearson VUE, platinum sponsor at the upcoming
2013 Association of Test Publisher’s Innovations in Testing Conference.
Traditional learning in business is preventing people from being adaptable enough
Ontuitive | Leicester, UK | 19 Dec 2012
This is the view of Ontuitive’s Cees Louwers, whose article in Dutch magazine Over Het Nieuwe Werken,
‘About The New Work’, sets out a compelling argument for a new approach to learning at work.
A guide to coaching for performance at January’s Learning Technologies Conference
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 19 Dec 2012
Learning Technologies has invited Michael Bungay Stanier from Box of Crayons to reinvigorate L&D’s
participation in coaching, an often overlooked but essential skill for L&D professionals.
QUMAS and NetDimensions Announce Strategic Partnership
NetDimensions | CORK, IRELAND and HONG KONG | 19 Dec 2012

QUMAS Compliance Suite Integrates Learning Management Capabilities from NetDimensions Talent
Suite
Learning for the YouTube generation
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 18 Dec 2012
Martin Addison, CEO of Video Arts, will present to the Learning and Skills Group community this week on
using video in learning, at a time when learners are more familiar than ever before with accessing video
online.
From cost-centre to 'must-have': making L&D matter
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 18 Dec 2012
L&D is often seen as a cost centre, yet with the challenges business faces, organisations badly need
strong L&D functions that execute business strategy: at the upcoming Learning Technologies Conference
Robert O Brinkerhoff will demonstrate the attributes of effective L&D leaders.
Programmers welcome high-stakes C/C++ certification programme as part of computer-based
testing agreement with Pearson VUE
Pearson VUE | London, UK | 18 Dec 2012
The global IT programming community is set to welcome a high-stakes C/C++ certification programme,
allowing candidates to test at accessible and secure centres worldwide, following a computer-based
testing (CBT) agreement between the C++ Institute and Pearson VUE.
The Travis Perkins Group select Kallidus Learning and Talent Suite to deliver strategic learning
programme to 24,000 employees world wide
Kallidus | Cirencester, U.K. | 18 Dec 2012
The Travis Perkins Group has chosen Kallidus, the leading provider of learning and talent management
solutions, to deliver an integrated group-wide system for learning, performance and talent management.
The group operates 16 businesses across different trades within the building and home improvement
market from more than 1,800 sites nationwide.
Faster and faster change. Does that mean faster and faster learning?
Ontuitive | Den Bosch, NL | 17 Dec 2012
When everything is changing faster and faster, we need to learn faster and faster, right? In a recent
interview, this question was posed to two prominent advocates of performance support: Ontuitive’s
Conrad Gottfredson and Bob Mosher, pioneers of working and learning simultaneously.
What does life-long learning look like now?
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 17 Dec 2012

At Learning Technologies in January, Professor Stephen Heppell, Chair in New Media Environments at
Bournemouth University, will speak at the conference on how, with a new economic landscape, our view
of life-long learning is evolving.
Kineo & RNLI Celebrate Charity Learning Award Success
Kineo | 17 Dec 2012
Kineo clients the Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) have won the Charity Learning Award 2012 for
Best Overall Online Programme for their well thought out, flexible, easy to use “Learning Zone”, which
brings resources directly to staff, crew and volunteers no matter where they are based. The solution uses
the Totara LMS platform and a blended approach to learning.
CERTPOINT Systems E-learning Platform Rolled Out By GoWireless
CERTPOINT | Roslyn, NY. | 17 Dec 2012
Jay Wieseler, GoWireless EVP/Chief Marketing Officer: “We wanted an out-of-the-box solution that
offered real time reporting, configurable to our business practice and allows our people to truly enjoy
learning”
Nigel Paine on learning innovation: changing your approach - at Learning Technologies
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 16 Dec 2012
Nigel Paine, the BBC’s former chief learning officer, believes that many organisations must change their
approach to learning and returns to the Learning Technologies Conference this January to help the L&D
community to understand why and how.
LINE sponsors iVentiv for fifth year
LINE Communications | London | 14 Dec 2012
LINE Communications, one of Europe’s leading learning and communications providers announces
sponsorship of the iVentiv Executive Knowledge Exchange programme for a fifth successive year.
UpsideLMS Gets Equipped With New Features
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 14 Dec 2012
UpsideLMS, Upside Learning’s Learning Management System, is now equipped with new features that
include time zone support, unified curriculum structure for blended training (including self-paced, ILT,
Virtual classroom, and others), improved security, comprehensive calendar, to list a few.
Future learning environments - Steve Wheeler at Learning Technologies
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 13 Dec 2012
January’s Learning Technologies Conference will take a look at the combination of social and mobile
technologies with intelligent systems and the mind-boggling possibilities for learning, through the eyes of
Plymouth University’s Steve Wheeler.

Behavioral Health Group Chooses NetDimensions to Deliver Consistent, High-quality Compliance
Training to its Distributed Workforce
NetDimensions | Rocky Hill, CT | 13 Dec 2012
Behavioral Health Group has chosen NetDimensions Talent Suite to deliver high-quality compliance
training to its distributed workforce in more than 20 outpatient treatment centers across the United States.
Tony Buzan on creativity and learning at Learning Technologies
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 12 Dec 2012
At the upcoming Learning Technologies Conference Tony Buzan, the inventor of Mind Mapping, will lead
a specially designed one-hour workshop on creativity.
Totara Learning Solutions Appoints Slovenia Based SRC as a Totara LMS Solution Partner
Totara | Whitstable, Kent | 12 Dec 2012
Totara Learning Solutions continues to extend its reach into the European marketplace with the
appointment of SRC as a partner
goFLUENT expands its operations in Britain
goFLUENT | Geneva, Switzerland | 12 Dec 2012
Increasing demand for its products globally has prompted goFLUENT, a leading provider of Business
English training which works with many of the Fortune 500 companies around the world, to begin a
recruiting drive for British-based native English speakers. They will augment goFLUENT’s existing team
of 400 or so trainers, who are based in the USA, Canada and the Philippines.
Be careful about bribery this Christmas, warns Saffron Interactive
Saffron Interactive | UK | 10 Dec 2012
This year the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) tightened up its guidelines to prosecuting the Bribery Act 2010.
This means that as Christmas gifts begin to arrive, so does the threat of unwelcome legal action. Saffron
Interactive, a provider of premium Bribery Act training, is warning businesses not to be complacent.
Five Steps To Going Social With LMS
CERTPOINT | Roslyn, NY. | 10 Dec 2012
CERTPOINT Systems Publishes New White Paper in collaboration with VITAMINDS
Oxford University Hospitals NHS proves outstanding compliance levels with Enterprise Study
Enterprise Study | Cheltenham | 09 Dec 2012
Under strict regulation from the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and NHS Litigation Authority (NHSLA),
Oxford University Hospitals NHS required a comprehensive LMS to enhance the quality of competence
among the workforce to support the delivery of first class patient care.

Epic Announces Partnership with Curatr
Epic | 07 Dec 2012
Epic is delighted to announce a new partnership with HT2, the creators of the award-winning social
learning platform, Curatr.
New City, New Opportunities: 30 new Open Source Developer jobs to be created in Derry
Learning Pool | 07 Dec 2012
Learning Pool has partnered with Cpl Resources Plc to recruit 30 people for them over the next two to
three years in technology, technical support and content development roles.
Itiel Dror on learning and the mind
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 06 Dec 2012
At the upcoming Learning Technologies Conference, cognitive neuroscientist, Itiel Dror will draw attention
to how our understanding of the mind, and specifically how the mind learns, is improving workplace
performance.
Docebo’s Learning Management System available in Brazilian Portuguese and Korean languages
DOCEBO | 06 Dec 2012
Due to those additional translations, the Docebo’s E-Learning platform is now able to reach 290 million
users by speaking their native languages.
The Training Associates Named as a Global Top IT Training Company
The Training Associates | Westboro, MA (USA) | 06 Dec 2012
The Training Associates ™ (TTA™), the largest provider of training professionals and solutions, was
recently named to the prestigious ‘Top 20 IT Training Companies’ list by TrainingIndustry.com.
Course automation changes business focus at The University of Arts London
Accessplanit | 06 Dec 2012
The University of the Arts London continue to see clear return on investment and the marketing team
have embraced the e-marketing and SMS functionality within the accessplanit Course Manager system,
UK start-up to get people earning through learning
mylearningworx | Berkshire, UK | 06 Dec 2012
The team behind mylearningworx, the UK’s first crowd sourced hub for learning, is to show people how to
create online courses at its launch event on 13 December 2012 at Google Campus London. This
represents a new opportunity for people to generate income by harnessing their existing knowledge and
skills to share via courses sold at an affordable price.

Unilever Goes Mobile With Upside Learning’s End–To–End mLearning Solutions
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 05 Dec 2012
Unilever, a consumer goods conglomerate, has adopted mobile learning as a part of its organizational
L&D initiative to reach its global employee base. This has been powered by Upside Learning’s complete
suite of mLearning solutions, which include conversion of Unilever’s existing eLearning courses into a
mobile compatible format and Upside2Go, its revolutionary Mobile Learning platform.
Funding for sensory garden for Autistic Children - opened by Coronation Street Star
Virtual College | Ilkley, England | 05 Dec 2012
Virtual College’s Safeguarding Children e-Academy Account Manager John Bradbury attended the
opening of the Together Trusts Woodlands School new sensory garden for children with autism. The
garden was officially opened by Sue Nichols of Coronation Street fame and was made possible by a
£2000 donation from Safeguarding Children e-Academy’s charitable fund.
Lord David Puttnam: “The future of learning is distant, instant and very different”
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 04 Dec 2012
The film producer and arts and education leader, Lord David Puttnam, is back at Learning Technologies
in January 2013 with a vision of what accessible expertise might look like in the not-too-far-off future.
The Training Associates Names Scott Tate as Senior Director of Marketing
The Training Associates | Westboro, MA (USA) | 04 Dec 2012
The Training Associates™ (TTA ™), the world’s #1 provider of training professionals and solutions,
announced today the appointment of Scott Tate as Senior Director of Marketing. Scott will be leading the
marketing team and its initiatives.
Business skills boost as Learning Nexus teams up with Unicorn
Learning Nexus | United Kingdom | 04 Dec 2012
A new integrated partnership between top financial industry eLearning specialists, Unicorn Training, and
Learning Nexus, the UK’s leading eLearning content provider, will enable financial sector organisations to
access even greater depth and range of critical online business skills training.
Eisai China Inc. upgrades to NetDimensions Talent Suite for a full Talent Management Solution
NetDimensions | Hong Kong and Shanghai | 04 Dec 2012
Eisai China Limited has completed its upgrade to NetDimensions Talent Suite to meet its ever growing
learning and talent management needs.
UK investors back crowd sourced learning hub to compete with US
mylearningworx | Berkshire, UK | 03 Dec 2012

The promised December launch of mylearningworx at Google Campus will be the first major investor led
crowd-sourced learning project in the UK. Similar projects have been the flavour of 2012 in the US with
around $70 million committed by venture capitalists to just nine start-up projects, aimed at varying social
and business sectors and crowds.
City & Guilds acquires Kineo to create the leading workplace learning company
Kineo | London, UK | 03 Dec 2012
City & Guilds is pleased to announce it has acquired Kineo, a leading global learning and technology
company, with the aim of creating the world’s leading workplace learning company.
COSHH E-Learning (Care of Substances Hazardous to Health) - New course released by
EssentialSkillz
EssentialSkillz | Milton Keynes | 03 Dec 2012
EssentialSkillz has launched a newly updated and enhanced version of its popular COSHH e-learning
course. EssentialSkillz is a leading provider of online safety training and risk assessment software and
has added the newly updated course to their comprehensive range of e-learning solutions. According to
EssentialSkillz the COSHH e-learning course uses rich graphics and interactions to engage employees
and ensure the important information contained in the course is retained.
Totara Learning Welcomes City & Guilds as Shareholder
Totara | Wellington, New Zealand | 03 Dec 2012
City and Guilds are pleased to announce that they have acquired Kineo, a leading global learning and
technology business. As an outcome of the acquisition, City & Guilds will also become part owners of
Totara Learning Solutions, the open source learning technologies company that has developed Totara
LMS, the custom version of Moodle for businesses.
eCom Scotland Launch eNetEngage™ - An Affordable Learning Management System
eCom Scotland | Dunfermline, Scotland | 03 Dec 2012
eNetEngage™ from eCom is an on-demand, affordable LMS that enables organisations to manage their
eLearning strategy from one single portal.
Hearst Magazines Chooses CERTPOINT Systems E-Learning Platform
CERTPOINT | Roslyn, NY. | 03 Dec 2012
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